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Abstract—High-density flash-memory chips are under tremen-
dous demands with the exponential growth of data. At the same
time, the slow read performance of these high-density flash-
memory chips becomes a new challenge. In this work, we analyze
the high raw bit error rates (RBER) issue by characterizing the
error behaviours of 3D QLC flash-memory chips. A preferred
read voltage to a QLC cell could vary among layers and might
even change in a short period of time due to the temperature.
A sentinel-cell approach is thus proposed to utilize the error
characteristics among cells. We propose to infer the optimal read
voltages of a wordline based on errors introduced on sentinel
cells. An on-line calibration procedure is further presented to
resolve the problem of possible non-uniform error distribution
on some wordlines. With optimal voltages being inferred, the
number of read retries will be significantly reduced. Experiments
show that optimal read voltages can be instantly obtained in 94%
cases on average over the evaluated QLC flash memory with
at most 2 read retries, and with merely 0.2% space overheads
for adopting sentinel cells. The number of read retries could
be reduced by 82% on average, and the read performance can
be improved by 74% on average through a series of extensive
experiments over 3D TLC and QLC flash-memory chips.

Index Terms—3D NAND flash, read retry, reliability

I. INTRODUCTION

NAND flash memory is now the storage media of mobile

devices and also heavily adopted in data servers. As the

amount of data in applications continues to increase, the

demand for greater-capacity NAND flash memory continues

to grow. To increase the density and capacity of flash memory,

high-density 3D flash-memory chips are replacing planar flash

chips in storage systems [1][2][3][4][5]. Currently, 3D triple-

level cell (TLC) flash memory with three bits per cell is the

mainstream [6][7][8], and manufacturers will supply quad-

level cell (QLC) flash memory soon by storing four bits per

cell [9][10][4]. The pursuit of high-density and low-cost flash

memory makes sacrifice on the reliability of flash memory.

The raw bit error rates (RBER) of today’s flash-memory chips

are around 10−3 to 10−2, which introduces new challenges

to the performance of flash memory [11][12][13][14][15][16].

To guarantee data correctness in flash memory, the cost of

error correction codes (ECC) grows quickly along with the

increasing density and the shrinking size of flash-memory

chips [17][18][19]. A read failure happens when a read oper-

ation with the default read voltages returns an RBER beyond

the ECC capability [20][3][21][22]. After a read failure, the

read voltages are tuned, followed by a read retry. Due to

charge leakage or various disturbances, flash cells’ voltage

states might gradually shift over time. It is challenging, if

not impossible, to estimate the amount of voltage shifts.

Hence, multiple read retries are often applied, and the read

performance could deteriorate significantly. MSB pages of

high-density flash-memory chips are particularly vulnerable,

as multiple read voltages are required for a single page read.

A successful read needs to tune all the read voltages to proper

positions.

A series of work studies the error characteristics of multi-

level-cell (MLC) and TLC flash, where each cell stores two

bits and three bits respectively, and developed error models.

Based on the models, the shift of voltage states is esti-

mated [23][24][25][26][27]. Accurate estimation of voltage

state shifting is challenging, which requires large overheads

to record additional information. It’s more challenging on

3D NAND where errors are more diverse. Another method

is to keep track of the optimal read voltages that generate

the lowest RBER [28][29][30]. The overhead to periodically

update the optimal read voltages at required granularity are

prohibitively high. These approaches could get desired results

on planar flash memory, but not on 3D flash due to different

error characteristics [31][17][18]. For 3D flash-memory chips,

Shim et al. [32] studied the process similarity among wordlines

inside a layer and presented that all the wordlines inside the

same layer have the same optimal read voltages over TLC

flash-memory chips in their experiments. As presented in

their work, significant variations exist among layers, and the

information for each layer is recorded in the flash translation

layer (FTL). Besides, it takes a high-cost approach similar to

previous work [28][29][30] to find the optimal read voltages

in the first place for each layer.

To avoid the high timing overheads in finding the optimal

read voltages as previous approaches and the high space

overheads in FTL for maintaining necessary information, this

paper proposes an efficient and effective approach to infer the

optimal read voltages on high-density 3D flash memory. In

particular, a small set of cells is reserved as sentinel cells on

each wordline, and one read voltage among all read voltages

is selected as the sentinel voltage. The underlying rationale is
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that the voltage shift of the whole wordline is often consistent

with that of sentinel cells even with only a small set of

cells reserved. In addition, the optimal values of all the read

voltages have strong correlations among each other. During

write operations, we program sentinel cells to the two voltage

states on the two sides of the sentinel voltage. Thus after a

read operation, the exact errors of sentinel cells are known by

comparing the original data and the readout data. The optimal

value of the sentinel voltage can be estimated based on the

error information. In this way, cells’ read-voltage information
could stay with the cells of the same wordline, and no extra
read or write overheads occur. By comparison, previous work

requires huge overhead to read and update extra information

maintained in the FTL. After estimating the optimal value of

the sentinel read voltage, the optimal value of the other read

voltages can also be estimated by leveraging their correlation.

Experiments on real QLC flash chips verify that the proposed

sentinel-assisted scheme can find the optimal read voltages for

83% cases on average. This work further proposes a calibration

method based on the difference in the first two reads (one

read with the default read voltages and the other with the

first inferred read voltages), which can identify the optimal

read voltages for 11% more cases on average. Based on the

evaluations on real flash chips, the proposed approach can

reduce the number of read retry operations by 82% on average,

and the read performance can be improved by 74% on average.

The major contributions of this work are as follows:

• The errors and the optimal read voltages of 3D TLC and

QLC flash-memory chips are explored. We show that it is

challenging to estimate the optimal read voltages of 3D

flash under the impact of P/E cycles, retention time, and

the high variations among layers. Optimal read voltages

could also change dramatically in a short period of time

under the influence of temperature.

• A sentinel-cell approach is proposed based on our obser-

vation that errors are nearly uniformly distributed along

a wordline, and the optimal values for read voltages were

found with a strong linear correlation among each other.

Under the proposed approach, the number of read retry

operations is be minimized by inferring the optimal read

voltages based on the errors from sentinel cells without

run-time overhead, followed by a calibration procedure.

• Experiments were conducted over real 3D TLC and QLC

flash-memory chips to show the effectiveness of the

proposed approach. As shown by the results, by reserving

merely 0.2% cells on each wordline, the number of read

retries can be reduced from 6.6 to 1.2 on average, which

also improves the read performance by 74% on average.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Basics of NAND Flash Memory

A NAND flash memory chip contains thousands of

flash blocks, which are two-dimensional (planar) or three-

dimensional (3D) arrays of flash cells. Inside a flash block,

flash cells are organized into many rows. Each row constitutes

a wordline. A flash cell is a floating gate or a charge trap

transistor to represent data by storing a certain amount of

charges, which determines the threshold voltage (Vth) of the

cell. Current flash memory stores multiple bits in each cell.

Figure 1 shows an example of the Vth distribution of triple-

level cell (TLC) flash. Each TLC cell stores three bits, most

significant bit (MSB), center significant bit (CSB) and least

significant bit (LSB). The LSB (CSB/MSB) of all cells in one

wordline form the LSB (CSB/MSB) page of that wordline.

111 110 100 101 001 000 010 011
Vth

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

LSB CSB MSB
Fig. 1: Probability distributions of Vth for TLC flash cells.

To read a particular page from a flash block, the controller

applies one or several read voltages to the control gates of all

the cells on the wordline that contains the page. As shown in

Figure 1, to read an LSB page, V4 will be applied. For all the

cells, if Vth < V4, the reading bit is 1, otherwise, it is 0. To

read a CSB page, two voltages, V2 and V6 will be applied.

If Vth < V2 or Vth > V6, the reading bit is 1, otherwise, it

is 0. To read an MSB page, the remaining four read voltages

are applied to differentiate 1 and 0. In this work, we target

both TLC and quad-level cell (QLC) flash. In QLC flash, up

to eight voltages are used to read the MSB page. The details

of the voltage distributions on QLC are not presented here as

QLC is similar to TLC, except for more bits and more voltage

states per cell.

The Vth of flash cells could be biased owing to different

error sources [33][25][34]. For example, program and erase

operations wear flash cells and damage the strength of charge

trapping over time. Charge leakage over retention time and

read disturb will become more severe with increased pro-

gram/erase (P/E) cycles. Thus, the Vth in one state may shift

to other states, which introduces errors on the stored data. To

guarantee reliability, error correction codes (ECC) are adopted

in NAND flash memory. The user data will be stored together

with the parity generated from ECC encoding, where the

combination of user data and parity is called one ECC frame.

ECC parity is stored in the out-of-band (OOB) area, which

contains additional spare bytes within a page. ECC can correct

a limited number of errors. When the RBER of data exceeds

the error correction capability, read retry operations will be

applied to reduce RBER.

Due to charge leakage over retention time or disturbance

during flash operations, the threshold voltage distribution

could shift and may cross the default read voltages. In this

case, a cell could be misread to a different value. If ECC fails

to decode the data, the data read will be retried with tuned

read voltages. Read retry operations will be conducted until a

successful read, or a read failure when reaching the maximum

number of read retries. The left figure in Figure 2 shows the

number of bit errors given a certain voltage offset, illustrated

in the right figure. The x-axis shows the offset to the default
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Fig. 2: The illustration of read retry with tuned read voltages.

read voltage, and positive/negative values represent tuning to

higher/lower voltages. As presented in Figure 2, the number

of bit errors heavily depends on the read voltage. There exists

one optimal voltage which will introduce the lowest RBER

for read voltage. The number of bit errors is smaller when the

read voltage is closer to the optimal read voltage.

B. Observation and Motivation

In this section, experiments are first conducted on real

high-density 3D TLC and QLC flash-memory chips to study

the characteristics of RBER and read voltages. The detailed

information and parameters of the evaluated flash-memory

chips can be found in the experiment section. We present

several observations on the optimal read voltages and RBER,

which motivate us to propose a novel scheme to effectively

minimize the number of read retry operations on high-density

3D NAND flash.

1) Impact of Optimal Read Voltage on RBER: We first

present how optimal read voltages affect RBER. Instead of

absolute voltage values, results are presented with normalized

voltages. The offset to the default read voltage is used to

represent the value of the optimal read voltage. The value is

positive if the optimal read voltage is higher than the default

read voltage, and vice versa. Figure 3 shows the RBERs of

MSB page on the evaluated TLC and QLC flash chips, after

one-year retention time with different numbers of P/E cycles.

MSB page has the highest RBER among all the pages sharing

the same wordline, and thus is used as an example to show

the results. One layer consists of multiple wordlines, and data

presented in the figures are the maximum RBER of each layer.

From the results, we made the following two observations.

First, reading data with the optimal read voltages signifi-

cantly reduces the RBER, especially for QLC flash memory

due to its high error rate. The RBERs can be reduced by an

order of magnitude for some layers on both TLC and QLC

flash chips. For example, when P/E cycle is 5000, the RBER at

default read voltages is near 10−1, which is much higher than

the error correction capability of the current ECC. However,

the RBER at the optimal read voltages is less than 10−2, which

is within the correction capability.

Second, the optimal read voltages greatly reduce the vari-

ations of RBER among layers. When using the default read

voltages, the RBER presents huge variations among layers, and

the variations on the QLC flash chip are even more significant

than TLC flash. The phenomenon has been well studied in

existing work [35][18][36]. At the optimal read voltages, the

variations are reduced. Even the highest RBER at optimal read

voltages is low, compared with all RBER values at default read

voltages.

2) Impact of Temperature: Existing work has presented that

the reliability of flash memory chips would be affected by the

temperature [25]. To study the temperature effects on high-

density 3D flash memory, we evaluated the differences after

retention time of one hour under the room temperature and

high temperature. For room temperature, the flash chips are

placed on the desk of an office with air conditioning, where

the room temperature is 25◦C. For high temperature, the flash

chips are placed within a computer case, and the computer is

running a program with a heavy computation workload, where

the temperature is about 80◦C. These two cases are possible

working environments of flash memory chips. Figures 4 and

5 show the comparison of RBERs and optimal read voltages,

respectively. The results of the QLC flash chip are presented,

and the results on TLC are omitted due to the page limit. Only

four read voltages are presented for the same reason and the

results on the remaining read voltages show a similar trend.

Compared with the room temperature, the RBERs of the

chips in the computer case are higher, and the optimal values

of read voltages are smaller. The reason is that high temper-

atures can accelerate the retention effects of flash memory.

Under high temperature, the charge leakage due to retention

effects is accelerated and the voltage states shift to the left at a

higher speed. Thus, there are more errors and the optimal read

voltages shift to the left correspondingly. As observed in Fig-

ure 4, with retention time of only one hour, the RBERs under

high temperature are greatly different from that under room

temperature, so are optimal read voltages as shown in Figure

5. This indicates that the optimal read voltages will change

sharply in a short time period if the working temperature is

high. Note that the current method [28] by tracking the optimal

read voltages requires updating the recorded optimal read

voltages every 24 hours. This tracking method is not applicable

for high working temperature. This characteristic introduces

further challenges on accurate estimation of the optimal read

voltage of flash memory in case of high temperature. The

overheads would become higher and the accuracy would drop

significantly.

3) Challenges: From the above results, we observe that

applying optimal read voltages brings considerable benefits

through reducing both RBER and the variations of RBER

among layers. However, under the influence of temperature,

the optimal read voltages may change dramatically within

a short period of time, which makes it impossible to track

the optimal read voltages. Moreover, the problem of finding

optimal read voltages is challenging because multiple voltages

are required to read a page in high-density flash memory.

For example, four read voltages are used to read the MSB

page of TLC in Figure 1. Any misplaced voltage will result in

high RBER and a large number of read retries. The problem

becomes even more severe as the number of bits per cell

increases in flash memory, which increases the number of

read voltages for read operations. In this paper, we propose

a method that accurately estimates the optimal read voltages
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Fig. 5: The optimal value of randomly-selected four read voltages after retention time of one hour at room temperature (-Room)

and at high temperature inside a computer case (-High).

with a minimized number of read retries.

III. SHAVING READ RETRIES WITH SENTINELS

In this section, we propose a method using sentinels to

minimize the number of read retries. First, we present an

approach that preserves sentinel cells on each wordline and

selects a sentinel voltage among all read voltages. We then

infer the optimal read voltages from the errors shown on

sentinel cells as errors are nearly uniformly distributed on the

cells along each wordline. Finally, a calibration approach is

proposed to calibrate the optimal read voltages.

A. Sentinel Cell and Sentinel Voltage

1) Sentinel Cell: First, we present the definition of sentinel

cells and the reason why it works. The error information and

the optimal read voltages collected from real 3D flash chips

are analyzed. The optimal read voltages of the evaluated QLC

flash chip are shown in Figure 6. The number of P/E cycles is

3000, and the retention time is 1 year. The y-axis shows the

offset of the optimal read voltages to the default read voltages.

Since the erase state (S0) has a wide distribution and thus the

read voltage V1 to differentiate S0 and S1 presents a much

larger variation among layers within a block, we only present

the rest read voltages in the figures. Similar to the RBER,

the optimal read voltages of different layers also present great

variations. Regarding the same read voltage, for example, V15

to differentiate the last two voltage states, S15 and S16, the

optimal values range from -9 to 0 among different layers. This

characteristic also results from the variations among layers in

3D flash blocks. Therefore, the optimal read voltages of one

wordline may introduce high RBER on other wordlines within

the same block.

We further present the positions of the error cells inside one

block of the evaluated QLC flash memory, as shown in Figure

7. Each blue dot represents a cell that has at least one bit

error. We can make two observations via the density of blue

dots from the figure. First, the dark and light horizontal stripes

show the RBER varies greatly among different wordlines,

and thus the optimal read voltages of different wordlines are

different, as presented above. Therefore, applying the optimal
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Fig. 7: The position of bit errors inside one flash block, which

has endured 3000 P/E cycles and one-year retention time.

read voltages of one wordline to other wordlines inside one

block, as proposed in previous work [28][25], is not applicable

on 3D NAND flash memory. In other words, the error
characteristics of one wordline cannot represent the error
characteristics of other wordlines inside a block. Second,

the errors are almost uniformly distributed along a wordline.

This indicates that the errors on wordlines present locality. The

rationale behind the locality is because there are two types

of voltage shift. First, the main shift due to error sources,

including P/E and retention time, is global for all the cells on

the wordline. The cells on the same wordline have endured

the same P/E cycles, retention time, and temperature. Second,

there is a local drift for each cell due to random factors. Since

global drift is much more significant, the errors of a small set

of cells can predict the errors on the wordline. Therefore, we

propose to reserve a small subset of cells on each wordline as

sentinel cells to infer the optimal read voltages for the whole

wordline. As evaluated in the experiment section, reserving

0.2% cells can provide an accurate inference of the errors and

optimal read voltage.

2) Sentinel Voltage: We further propose to select one read

voltage as sentinel voltage by exploiting the correlations

among optimal read voltages. The rationale is that all the

voltage states on the same wordline have endured the same

wearing and retention time. It is expected that the optimal

read voltages have some correlations with each other.

The optimal read voltages of all wordlines from multiple

blocks under different P/E cycles and retention time are

collected. V8 of the QLC flash is used as an example to show

the relationship. Figure 8 shows the correlation between the

optimal value of V8 and the optimal values of other read

voltages on QLC. The optimal offset of every read voltage

shows a nearly linear relationship with the optimal offset of V8,

as most points in Figure 8 spread along a straight line. Besides

the presented V8 voltage, the optimal offset of other pairs of

read voltages also presents a similar strong linear correlation.

This characteristic indicates that once the optimal offset of

one read voltage, for example, V8 is achieved, we can infer

the optimal value of other read voltages. The same evaluations

were performed on several flash chips with the same type and

the same production batch. The linear correlation on one flash

chip can be well applied to other chips. This property leads

to the option of picking one read voltage as sentinel voltage

and relieves the need to track all read voltages.

According to the above results, we can conclude that: 1) the

optimal read voltages of a small set of cells can predict the

optimal read voltages of all the cells on the same wordline;

2) the optimal value of one read voltage between a pair of

adjacent voltage states can predict the optimal value of other

read voltages on the wordline.

B. Inference of Optimal Read Voltages

To minimize the number of read retries, we propose to

directly infer the optimal voltages with sentinel cells and a

sentinel voltage. This work uses V4 as the sentinel voltage for

TLC flash memory and V8 as the sentinel voltage for QLC

flash memory. As all the optimal read voltages have a strong

correlation between each other, other read voltages could also

be selected as the sentinel voltage.

During write operations, sentinel cells will be evenly pro-

grammed to the two voltage states between which the sentinel

voltage lies, i.e., S3 and S4 for TLC, S7 and S8 for QLC.

During read operations, we can count the number of bit errors

on sentinel cells by comparing the original data and readout

data. Thus the optimal offset of the sentinel voltage, V4 for

TLC and V8 for QLC, can be estimated for sentinel cells,

which is also the inferred optimal V4 (V8 for QLC) for the

wordline. Then, based on the correlation between optimal read

voltages, we can calculate the optimal value of other read

voltages from the optimal value of V4 (V8 for QLC). By finding

the optimal read voltages quickly and accurately, the number

of read retries is minimized. In the following, TLC is used as

an example to present the proposed mechanism for a simple

description. The method is widely applicable to different types

of NAND flash memories.
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Fig. 8: The correlation between the optimal value of each read voltage and the optimal value of V8 on the QLC flash chip.

Darker square means more data at that point.

1) Error Difference : Suppose Vi is selected as sentinel

voltage, we first define two types of errors for Vi. As shown

in Figure 9, Vi is applied between two neighboring states, Si−1

and Si, to differentiate these two states. The errors resulting

from cells in Si−1 being misread as Si are called up errors
while those resulting from cells in Si being misread as Si−1

are called down errors. The error difference d is calculated as

the number of up errors minus the number of down errors

for the sentinel voltage. The value of d indicates the Vth

transformation of the two states at the two sides of the sentinel

voltage. For example, in Figure 9, after the left shift of Si−1

and Si, there are more down errors (instances of Si below the

threshold Vi) than up errors (instances of Si−1 above Vi), and

d is smaller than 0. The optimal read voltage is lower than the

default read voltage.

Fig. 9: The illustration of up errors and down errors.

2) Optimal Read Voltage Inference: To serve a read request,

a set of default read voltages is applied on the wordline.

On TLC flash chips, the voltage sets are {V4}, {V2, V6}
and {V1, V3, V5, V7} for LSB, CSB and MSB page read

respectively. If a read fails due to too many errors, a read

retry is required with tuned values of read voltages. At this

point, we calculate the error difference of sentinel cells, d,

based on the original programmed data and readout data on

sentinel cells. If the read page is an LSB page, the default

value of read voltage V4, which is also the sentinel voltage, is

applied in the failed read operation. In this case, up errors and

down errors of sentinel cells can be directly counted, where the

up errors are the cells originally programmed to S3 but being

misread as ‘0’, similarly for down errors. If the read page is a

CSB page or an MSB page, the sentinel voltage has not been

applied and thus we need an extra read operation by applying

the sentinel voltage to count the errors on sentinel cells. In

the presented coding scheme of the evaluated flash chips in

this work, this is also an LSB page read. The latency of this

extra read operation is much less than a read retry operation,

because read latency is proportional to the number of read

voltages. Only one read voltage is applied for this extra read,

while one read retry operation for CSB page or MSB page

needs multiple read voltages.
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Fig. 10: The result of curve fitting (left) and the inferred

optimal read voltage (right) for V4 of TLC and V8 of QLC.

Based on the error difference d, the optimal offset of the

sentinel voltage on sentinel cells can be inferred. By collecting

hundreds of pairs of d and Voptimal, we use polynomial

function f to fit the relationship between the two, which is

Voptimal = f(d). Figure 10 shows an example of the fit

result (left) and the predicted optimal voltage (right). The
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relationship f in Figure 10 is well fitted as a polynomial

function of degree 5. The right figure shows that the inferred

optimal read voltage is equal to or very close to the real

optimal voltage.

After computing the optimal offset of the sentinel voltage,

the optimal offset for other read voltages can be inferred based

on their linear correlations, as presented in Figure 8. Note that

the correlations in Figure 8 are obtained from data collected

from two flash chips of the same product. The correlation is

common for all the flash chips of the same batch. Therefore,

during the manufacturing process, we can conduct evaluations

on one or several flash chips to collect data for the correlation.

Then the correlation can be written into all the chips of the

same batch without the need of evaluations on every chip.

C. Calibration of Inferred Read Voltage

The inference of optimal read voltages can achieve a high

success rate as the errors are uniformly distributed along a

wordline for most cases, as shown in Figure 7. Nevertheless,

the inference may fail, which results from the difference

between sentinel cells and all cells. Some sentinel cells cannot

exactly represent the whole wordline. To deal with the read

failures after the inference, we propose to calibrate the optimal

offset of the sentinel voltage by finding the difference between

sentinel cells and all cells. As Figure 10 shows, the direction

of the inferred voltage is always correct, and the inferred

read voltage is very close to the real optimal read voltage.

Therefore, the difference between the sentinel cells and other

cells is not large. We consider two inference failure cases as

shown in Figure 11: 1) the inferred tuning offset is smaller

than the real optimal offset and the read voltage should be

tuned more in the same direction; 2) the inferred tuning offset

is greater than the real optimal offset and the read voltage

should be tuned back a little bit.

The challenge lies in how to differentiate these two cases

with error information only provided by sentinel cells, while

the error information on other cells within the wordline is

unknown. We study the two failure cases and propose a unified

calibration method.

Corrected (G)Misread (R) Counteracted (B)

Sentinels

All cells (Case 1)

All cells (Case 2)

VdefaultVinfer

Si-1 Si

Si-1 Si

Si-1 Si

Fig. 11: Two potential cases of inference failures.

1) Analysis of Cell State Changing: As shown in Figure

11, when the read voltage is tuned from Vdefault to Vinfer,

the read states of the cells between these two voltages will be

changed from Si to Si−1. These cells consist of three types

of cells: misread cells (R, red dots in Figure 11), corrected

cells (G, green dots), and counteracted cells (B, blue dots).

Misread cells are in the correct state Si−1 with Vdefault but

being misread as Si with Vinfer. Corrected cells are in the

wrong state Si with Vdefault and are corrected by Vinfer.

Counteracted cells are in the overlapped area, and moving read

voltage from Vdefault to Vinfer generates the equal number

of cells being corrected and being misread in this area.

Based on Figure 11, the number of sentinel cells with state

changed (denoted as NCs) equals to the number of corrected

cells (G) plus double number of counteracted cells (B), i.e.,

NCs = G + 2B. Similarly, for Case 1 of all the cells, the

number of cells with state changed (denoted as NC1
a) can be

calculated as NC1
a = G + 2B. While for Case 2 of all the

cells, NC2
a = G+ 2B + R. In the following, we discuss the

comparison of the three distributions in Figure 11. To make a

fair comparison on the numbers, NCs will be divided by the

reserving ratio.

Fig. 12: The comparison of number of state-changing cells.

Compared to the distribution of sentinel cells, the cells

with state changed in Case 1 are closer to the mean of the

distribution. Therefore, with the same distance, the integral

of the area between Vinfer and Vdefault is supposed to

be larger, thus NC1
a > NCs/r, where r is the reserving

ratio of sentinel cells. In contrast, the area of Case 2 is

further away from the mean than that of sentinel distribution,

and thus NC2
a < NCs/r. To verify this relationship, we

conduct experiments on real flash chips. Figure 12 shows the

comparison of the number of state-change cells by changing

the position of the area. The numbers in the legend represent

the position offset to the real optimal read voltage. The positive

items in the legend represent Case 1 in Figure 11 and the

negative items represent Case 2. The numbers in the figure

are divided by the number of 0 position offset (green curve),

which represents a successful prediction. Then, these numbers

are the normalized average state-change numbers of all the
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wordlines inside one block. The result in Figure 12 verifies

the relationship of the number of state-changing cells, which

is, the average number of Case 2 is greater than that of the

successful prediction, while the number of Case 1 is less than

it.

2) Calibration based on State Changing: Based on the

above observation, we propose to calibrate the offset of the

sentinel voltage when the read retry with the inferred voltages

fails. The basic idea is to compare the number of cells whose

states have changed after tuning the read voltage from Vdefault

to Vinfer. If NCa > NCs/r which fits Case 1 in Figure 11,

Vinfer of the sentinel voltage should be tuned further in the

same direction. Otherwise, it fits Case 2 and the Vinfer should

be tuned in the opposite direction. In both cases, the tuning

offset of read voltage is set as a small value Δ. As observed

from the result in Figure 10, the inferred voltage is very close

to the real optimal voltage. It is expected that an accurate

calibration with a small offset Δ can tune the read voltages

to the optimal read voltage.

D. Overhead Analysis and Discussion

The main overhead of the proposed approaches is the space

taken up by sentinel cells on each wordline. Table I shows

the statistics of the offset difference between the real and the

predicted optimal sentinel voltage by adjusting the ratio of

sentinel cells. The numbers in the table illustrate the difference

of normalized voltages. Compared to the width of a voltage

state, which is 256 for the TLC flash chip and 128 for the

QLC flash chip, the average of offset difference in the table is

very small. In other words, optimal read voltages of sentinel

cells and those of all cells within the same wordline have a

small difference. With more cells reserved as sentinel cells,

the offset difference gets smaller, but the overheads become

greater. In the following, the percentage of sentinel cells is

set as 0.2%, considering the trade-off between accuracy and

overheads.

Sentinel cells are stored in the OOB space, which is used

to store ECC parity. Usually, ECC parity does not take up all

the OOB space. If there are enough free cells to be reserved

as sentinel cells, no extra overhead is introduced, and the error

correction capability will not be impacted. All of the evaluated

flash chips in this work have enough spare space for sentinel

cells. Empirically, the OOB area takes up more than 10% of

total wordline on average, while sentinel cells only need 0.2%

of total wordline space.

We illustrate this using one of the tested chips in this work

as an example. The page size is 18592 bytes, and the space to

store user data is 16384 bytes, which leaves the OOB space

2208 bytes (11.9% of the total space). ECC parity takes 2016

bytes (10.9%). 192 bytes (1.0%) are available for sentinel cells

which is much greater than the empirical value 0.2%. In the

experiments, we will also evaluate the impacts if the sentinel

cells take up the space of ECC parity.

The presented overheads stay with the data on the same

wordline. Unlike previous methods where the optimal read

voltages are maintained in the FTL [32][28][30], the error

TABLE I: The statistics of the offset difference between the

real and the predicted optimal sentinel voltage.

Ratio of sentinel cells 0.02% 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 0.6%

TLC
Average 2.35 1.77 1.60 1.50 1.44

Standard deviation 1.81 1.47 1.29 1.19 1.16

QLC
Average 3.15 2.09 1.79 1.48 1.27

Standard deviation 2.46 1.67 1.39 1.21 1.12

information shown on sentinel cells is accessed together with

the normal read and write operations. No extra read or write

operations will be introduced in the proposed approach.

The relationship between the optimal read voltage and the

error difference, as well as the correlations among optimal read

voltages, will be stored inside flash chips. For each flash type,

one or several flash chips are randomly selected for evaluation

and analysis, where the error difference and optimal read volt-

age are collected to fit the relationships and the correlations.

The temperature will not impact the relationship between the

error difference rate and the optimal read voltage, while it

does impact the correlation among optimal read voltages. For

implementation, we maintain one table for the relationship

between error difference and the optimal read voltage, and

multiple tables to store the correlations among optimal read

voltages, where each table corresponds to a temperature range.

Afterwards, the relationships are programmed into all the

flash chips of the same type. Our evaluation indicates that

all the flash chips of the same type have similar reliability

characteristics, with only marginal deviations due to process

variation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed approach is evaluated on the YEESTOR 9083

SSD evaluation platform [37], which has a flash memory con-

troller that enables users to implement custom flash memory

solutions. Several TLC and QLC flash-memory chips from

three different vendors are tested. In the following, the results

of one TLC and one QLC flash chips from Micron [38] are

presented. They both have 64 layers and the capacities are

64GB and 128GB for TLC and QLC, respectively.

The number of P/E cycles is set as 5000 for the TLC flash

and 1000 for the QLC flash. The experiments are conducted

on both flash chips with one-year retention time (under room

temperature), where the retention time is accelerated by baking

with high temperature. This case can also be considered as

working under high temperature for dozens of hours, for

example, in a computer case with running applications. We

also conducted experiments to study read disturbance. On all

the measured flash chips, read disturbance does not introduce

reliability degradation until one million read operations. This

means read disturbance is a less significant issue compared

to retention and P/E cycles. Thus this work focuses on the

evaluations of retention and P/E cycles.

A. Read Performance Improvement

To study the impact of the proposed approach on read per-

formance, one block from the TLC flash chip is evaluated. The
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Fig. 13: The comparison of read retry number on the evaluated

TLC flash memory chip.

Fig. 14: The read latency reduction percentage of the proposed

method on TLC flash.

evaluated QLC flash chip is not equipped with optimization

approaches to tune the read voltages or predict the optimal read

voltages. Thus we cannot evaluate the performance improve-

ment on QLC flash chips at this point, while the evaluations

on other aspects will be presented. The block of the evaluated

TLC has endured for 5000 P/E cycles and the retention time

is one year, which is accelerated by high temperature. As

shown in Figure 13, we compare the number of read retry

operations between the default methods in current flash chips

(“current flash”) and the proposed method (“sentinel”). In

the current flash, many wordlines need more than 5 read

retry operations for a successful read due to the high RBER.

While the proposed sentinel method can accurately derive the

optimal read voltages based on the information obtained from

the default read for most cases. Compared with the current

flash, sentinel based approach reduces the number of read

retry by 82%, from 6.6 to 1.2 on average. For the evaluated

TLC flash chip, the proposed sentinel-based approach totally

removes read retries except the read operations used to assist

the calibration.

We further conduct experiments on a trace-driven simulator

SSDSim [39] to study the read performance improvement from

the system perspective. The simulated flash system has the

same settings as the real 3D NAND flash chips. Eight popular

real workloads from the Microsoft Research Cambridge [40]

are used for evaluation. Figure 14 shows the percentage of read

latency reduction of the proposed sentinel approach compared

with the method in the current flash. For the simulated

situation, the proposed approach can effectively reduce read

latency by 74% on average.
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Fig. 15: The percentage of wordlines of which the optimal

read voltage is successfully achieved.

B. Accuracy of Inference

We then present the performance of the optimal read voltage

inference and calibration. Figure 15 shows the percentages of

wordlines of which the optimal read voltages are successfully

inferred and calibrated on the evaluated QLC flash memory. A

successful inference is defined as the case that the difference of

RBERs between inferred read voltages and the optimal is less

than 5%. After inference, more than 83% wordlines can obtain

the optimal read voltages and more than 94% wordlines obtain

the optimal voltages after calibration. Note that the calibrated

optimal read voltages of some cases can still successfully

read the data even though the calibrated voltages are different

from the optimal read voltages. The calibrated read voltages

are much closer to the optimal read voltages compared to

the default read voltages. Thus the RBER introduced by the

calibrated read voltages is much lower than that of default

voltages. Once it is lower than the error correction capability,

the data can be correctly decoded and no more read retry is

required.

The numbers of bit errors introduced by each read voltage

are compared between four cases: default, inferred, calibrated,

and optimal read voltages. Figures 16 and 17 show the results

of the TLC and QLC flash chip, respectively. Each read

voltage will introduce a certain number of errors, and the data

is presented separately. Reading data with the default read

voltages introduces lots of bit errors on both TLC and QLC

flash chips. The inferred read voltage can greatly reduce the

number of errors of all the wordlines. From V9 to V15 of the

QLC flash chip, the number of errors introduced by optimal

read voltages is similar to that of default, thus the reduction

is less significant. Compared to the inferred read voltages, the

calibrated read voltages can further reduce bit errors. Overall,

the number of errors with the identified read voltages is close

to that of optimal read voltages.

Note that it is impossible to obtain the same number of

errors as the optimal read voltages. The reason is that there

exist noises during a read operation as the cells with threshold

voltages near the read voltages can easily be read as one of the

two neighboring voltage states. Even two reads with the same

read voltage might generate different RBERs. Therefore, the

inference and calibration could not reach the same result as

the optimal read voltages for some wordlines. The difference

between the calibrated and real optimal for most wordlines in

Figures 16 and 17 is acceptable.
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Fig. 16: The error number comparison of the TLC flash.
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Fig. 17: The error number comparison of the QLC flash.
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Fig. 18: The error number comparison of the QLC flash by considering existing tracking method.

We also compare the proposed approach with the existing

method, which keeps track of the optimal read voltages of

one wordline and uses it as the optimal read voltages of

all other wordlines inside the same block. Figure 18 shows

the results of comparisons, where four read voltages of the

QLC flash are presented due to the page limit. As observed

in the results, tracking does effectively reduce the bit errors

for some wordlines. However, some wordlines cannot get any

benefit from tracking, and the RBER may even exceed that of

default read voltages. The reason is that the variations among

wordlines are more severe in high-density 3D flash memory

as presented in Section II. Our proposed method consistently
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outperforms the existing tracking-based method.

C. Overhead

One potential overhead of the proposed approach is that

sentinel cells take up some space of ECC parity. As discussed

in Section III-D, if there are enough free cells to be reserved

as sentinel cells, the error correction capability will not be

impacted. All our evaluated flash chips have enough spare

space for sentinel cells, where the OOB area takes up more

than 10% on each wordline while sentinel cells only need

0.2%. In case of insufficient space for sentinel cells, we tested

the decoding success rate among three methods: decoding with

optimal read voltages (“OPT”), the decoding method in the

current flash chip (“Current flash”) and the proposed method

by occupying some space of ECC parity with sentinel cells

(“Sentinel”). To evaluate the worst case of the proposed ap-

proach, we suppose the space of all sentinel cells is taken from

the space of ECC parity. Figure 19 presents the comparisons

of the decoding success rate when LDPC is used as the default

ECC, where the retention time is set as 1 year with different

numbers of P/E cycles. As the figure shows, the success rates

are all 100% when the number of P/E cycles is within 1000.

After P/E cycles of 1000, the rate of “Sentinel” is slightly

lower than the other two when using hard decoding and 2-bit

soft decoding. The marginal loss in ECC capability can be

well compensated by the improved optimal read voltage.

V. RELATED WORK

To authors’ best knowledge, this paper is the first to empir-

ically study error characteristics considering read voltages on

high-density 3D flash memory. This paper proposes a novel

approach to reduce the number of read retry operations to

improve the performance of 3D NAND flash memory. In the

following, we will present the closely-related works.

3D NAND Flash Memory Characterization. Recent

works study the error characteristics of 3D NAND flash

memory, and identify differences between 3D and planar

NAND flash memory due to memory cell design and architec-

tural changes [41][17][18][35][32][42]. None of these works

provide a detailed characterization of the impact of the read

voltages. In addition, there is no public report on the error

characterizations of QLC flash memory.

Read Retry Optimization. Currently, there are multiple

approaches to minimize the number of read retries. Lots

of works have studied the error characteristics of NAND

flash memory, and estimated errors by considering various

impacting factors, based on which the number of read retries is

reduced [43][23][24][35][44]. Accurate estimation of voltage

state shifting is challenging, which requires large overheads

to record additional information in the FTL, especially on 3D

NAND where there are more types of errors. Our evaluation

on QLC flash chips shows even greater challenges. Another

method is to track the optimal read voltages that generate

the lowest RBER [28][29][25]. The overheads to periodically

update the optimal voltages are significant, and the accuracy

is limited when the temperature changes. Shim et al. [32]

studied the process similarity among wordlines inside a layer

of 3D TLC flash and presented that all the wordlines inside the

same layer have the same optimal read voltages. This method

reduces the overheads from each wordline to each layer, while

the optimal read voltages are still needed to be maintained in

the FTL. We should also note that the proposed method can be

well combined with previous work. Read operations can start

with the tracked optimal read voltages to reduce the failure rate

of the first read operation, and our sentinel based prediction is

applied once there is a read failure. Li et al. [21] proposed to

predict the optimal read voltages based on the error difference

by reserving a subset of cells on each wordline. However, the

overhead is relatively large and their method works poorly

for QLC flash. Our work differs from this method from three

aspects: considering the characteristics of QLC, exploiting the

correlation among optimal read voltages and further calibrating

the read voltages in case of inference failure.

VI. CONCLUSION

Due to the increasing RBER on NAND flash memory, read

retry operations are often required to re-read data with tuned

read voltages, which prolongs read latency. Without accurate

estimation of the errors, a successful read may need multiple

trails to tune the read voltages. This problem becomes worse

on high-density 3D flash as it is more challenging to model the

errors and more read voltages are required for a read operation.

In this work, we first characterize the errors and optimal read

voltages on real high-density 3D NAND flash. Based on the

observations, we reserve a subset of cells as sentinel cells

on each wordline and select one read voltage as the sentinel

voltage. The data corresponding to the sentinel voltage will

be programmed on sentinel cells to infer the optimal read

voltages for each wordline instantly. Finally, the inferred read

voltages will be calibrated to address the bias between sentinel

cells and data cells. Experiments on real flash chips verify that

the proposed approach can effectively and efficiently infer the

optimal read voltages and thus reduce the number of read

retries with negligible overheads. The proposed method has

a strong performance impact on real-world flash chips and is

of great potential to be adopted in the industry.
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